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SUBJECT PRESSURES DEVELOPED BY FIRE

Consideration has been given, following an inquiry, to the pressures
which might be developed within a building as a result of the development
of a fireo The question which was raised, specifically, was in relation to
the possibility that portions of the interior cladding might be dislodged or
displaced as a result of pressures generated by fire.

The slight pressure differentials which will be established between
outside atmosphere and the interior of a building involved in a fire will
have two distinct components 0 The first will be related to the differential
of the mean temperature of the enclosure with time and hence will have most
significance during the growth and decay periods of the fire. At all heights
it will be positive (10 eo, interior pressure exceeds exterior) during the
growth period and negative during the decay period.

The second component will be related to the absolute value of
tem.perature and not to variations, and will be of greatest significance
during periods of peak temperature. Both its sign and value will be dependent
on height and also on the hei ght and relative areas of vents. The upper
limiting value of this second component is readily calculable. Thus the maxi
mum positive pressure difference between the highest point in a burning en
closure of height h and the exterior atmosphere at that height will occur when
the venting areas communicating with the atmosphere are at the lowest pos
sible leveL The pres sure difference will be given by
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where
Po = atmospheric dens tty
Pp, = gas d.enslty wl'~hLl "'nclosure
T; = absoh::te tempeT":lture of gases

e ~ T '-T where T . ~ atmospheric temperature
'J 0

If op is to be express,;d in inch"",. watl~r gauge h p then provided the value
of h is now expresse-l m lnches and a value of O"~OI2gm/cc is assumed
f"r the density of atmospheric aCe'-, the expri~ssion for h reduces to

w

h = O.OOI2.he/T'
w

Numerous me asuremel:,;~S at fire ~, lnc :uding those at -:he SL Lawrence
Burns, show that me ~n gas tempera=u:~'es j,n typical building fires are lo\';;e~~

than lOOO°C. If a value of IOOO"C is ass::.gned to e then it can be said '~:hat

for a fIre in an 8-ft 6-1:-.1.. h.:.gh story of a :~tructure, the maximum positive
pressure at the ceillng resulting from tlce mechan1sm under discus sion will
not exceed O. I in. water gauge unless u:.!.Usual fue',s leading to +;emperatures
much h1gher than those just quoted are involved. In general. pre ssures will
be lower than thir; value by a factor "f at least 2. partly because mean
temperatures will be lower and part'y b".cause th~~ vertical distribution of
vents will g~ve a neutral pressure axis about half way between floor and
ceiling heights. Where very high encl, ,,"ures are considered" of caUl" se.
pre,4 sure dlfferentials cou.d be propor';.:onately greater.

The abo've results can be considered directly appllcable to the
case of a suspended ceiling, where the ceiling constitutes a good seal
and the space ab~ve it is heavily vente· l. to the exterior. Where the aggregate
leakage area through the ceilmg greaLy exceeds the vent area the pressure
differential w1ll. of cour:,e, tend to ze?'o.

The first component of pressure d1fferentlal discuiOsed at the
beginning,.f this note 1S not so readily amenable to calculation. the
princ:;.pal impediment be ~ng a prediction of the rate at which the gas
temperature with1n the enclosure w1ll increase during the prlmary stage
of the growth of the fIre. Where, say, gasohne vapours are involved in
a fIre, ::he ,::rowth can be explos1ve. and 1n compar1son with the value
previously derived the pressure differenhal could be very hig~~. Such
gas exp:.osions can be quit, destructlVe. often Sh1 fUng or damaging walls
and floors. They can and often do occur wlthout a following lIre.
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A similar but much less severe effect can take place when more
common fuels are involved in building fires. The necessary initial conditions
are poor venLlation giving rise to a large volume of gas which includes a
substantial proportion of volatiles distilled from the associated combustibles.
A sudden change in ventilation conditions can then introduce sufficient air to
bring about rapid combustion. In its extreme form occurring under unusual
fire condItions, a rrllld explosion leading to substantial pressure rise could
occur Much more common is the case In which the compartment is only
partJ..llly filled with a mixture of volatiles and inert products of combustion
and a much milder and much less rapid development of pressure can be
expected.

For the majority of cases where a more normal development of fire
is •nvolved a prediction of the pressure differential can be obtained by postu
latIng the rate of temperature rise of the gases within the enclosure involved.
In comparison with the absolute values of the pressures involved the pressure
differentials may be neglected so that the velocity v of the gas flow through
a crackage or vent area A WIll be governed by the conservation equation

Av = dV
dt =

v
o

T
a

dT
dt

where V is the volume of the gases originally contained within the enclosure

is temperature
the ambient temperature
the volume of the enclosure.

T
To is
V o is

But by Bernoulli's equation, neglecting flow coefficIents. the resulting
pressure differential will be

2
op ::: pv /2

where p IS the density of the gases.

Substituting for v and expressing op ;n terms of water gauge pressure

h := P.
w 2p g

w
(

Va ~) 2
AT dt

o

where Pw is the density of water, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
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Consider a volume 40 by 25 by 8 ft, a total vent or crackage area
of only 2 in. by 4 ft and a temperature rise of 20 0 C/minute which may be
taken as a reasonable rate of rise of mean temperature in the compartment
under such restricted ventilation conditions. The greatest pressure will
occur with the highest value of p say O. 0012gm/cc (the density at ambient
temperature); substituting these values gives a result of 0.04 in. water
gauge.

With much greater ventilation conditions, the rate of mean
temperature rise might well be as high as 100 0 C per minute even with
conventional fuels. But the higher vent area required to establish this
more rapid rate of temper ature rise would also provide correspondingly
greater pressure relief.

In an exploratory series of experiments carried out by the Fire
Section in an enclosure some 12 by 6 by 9 ft, pressures were found to be
substantially lower than this value. Precise measurements were, in fact,
not possible because of ambient pressure variations of the same order.


